
Weddings  
  at Valle di Assisi



Valle di Assisi:
  Just like home.   
    But better.

Here, in the over 80 hectares of our estate, 
there are endless services at your fingertips: 
a hotel, restaurant, spa, organic farm, 
winery, golf course, and outdoor sports 
fields.
That’s why Valle di Assisi is the perfect 
location to say “I do”: The Country Resort 
area on our grounds boasts several venues 
for your events. Each one different in size 
in style, but with all the details – from the 
catering to the mise en place – personally 
taken care by us.

Because if it doesn’t involve  
all the senses we don’t want it. 
And neither do you.





The right venue for
  every event  

SALA  
San Francescuccio
150-700 GUESTS

Spacious hall with magnificent views of Assisi 
and the Umbrian countryside, as well as the 
garden and the vineyard. Ideal for large events; 
the hall can accommodate 150 to 700 people.



SALA  
Vela with outdoor area
150 GUESTS

This modern yet romantic hall is perfect for the 
summer season: It is located next to the pool 
and offers magnificent views over Assisi and the 
outdoor garden.

The right venue for
  every event  



Recanto and 
Giardino degli Ulivi
MAX. 70 GUESTS

Modular hall (can be separated) with garden as 
well as wood-burning oven and barbecue, ideal 
for rustic events with buffets offering traditional 
dishes.

The right venue for
  every event  



SALA  
delle Volte:  
Villa del Fattore
MAX. 50 GUESTS

Charming villa with vaults and stone walls 
encompassing 5 rooms and an event hall on the 
ground floor. This rustic-looking premise, which 
is both intimate and elegant, is located next to 
the villa’s private swimming pool.

The right venue for
  every event  



Our
 menus

Welcome appetizers

Buffet of starters

Two first courses

One main course with two side dishes

Buffet of desserts and fruit

Our own wines, perfectly paired 

Sparkling wine

Coffee and digestives



set-up with round tables 
and Thonet chairs to match 

the table linen

mise en place of your choice 
from our selection.

always include:

Our
  offers 




